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Monday, February 27, 2012 297acounterparts remains unknown, especially of lipids such as sphingolipids that,
when unlabeled, enter ‘‘raft’’ domains in model systems, termed ‘‘raft’’ lipids.
Here, we analyze the phase partitioning of a multitude of fluorescent ‘‘raft’’
lipid analogs in synthetic Giant Unilamellar Vesicles (GUVs) and cell-
derived Giant Plasma Membrane Vesicles (GPMVs). We observe complex par-
titioning behavior dependent on label size, polarity, charge and position, lipid
headgroup, and membrane composition. Several ‘‘raft’’ lipid analogs parti-
tioned into the ordered phase in GPMVs, in contrast to fully synthetic
GUVs, in which most ‘‘raft’’ analogs mis-partitioned to the disordered phase.
This behavior correlates with the greatly enhanced order difference between
coexisting phases in the synthetic system. In addition, not only partitioning
but also ligand binding of the lipids is perturbed upon labeling: while cholera
toxin B binds unlabeled GM1 in the Lo phase, fluorescently labeled GM1 binds
exclusively in the Ld phase. Fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) by
stimulated emission depletion (STED) nanoscopy on intact cellular plasma
membranes consistently reveals a constant level of confined diffusion for
‘‘raft’’ lipid analogs which vary greatly in their partitioning behavior, suggest-
ing different physicochemical bases for these phenomena.
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Signaling transmembrane proteins are experiencing a heterogeneous structure
due to membrane cytoskeleton meshwork and selective association with cho-
lesterol stabilized lipid domains throughout the cell membrane. The limited op-
tical resolution due to diffraction limits direct observation of both cytoskeleton
structure and cholesterol stabilized micro-domains.
Fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) allows to measure membrane pro-
tein diffusion, but does not resolve the heterogeneity.We analyze the diffusion of
GFP-taggedmembrane proteins inmultiple areas of increasing size simultaneous
using TIRF illumination and camera based FCS. The binned-imaging FCS (bim-
FCS) allows distinguishing free Brownian diffusing proteins from proteins inter-
acting with the membrane cytoskeleton and from proteins transiently entering
sub-microscopic domains of reduced mobility. Using bimFCS it is possible to
study how subtle changes modulate the structural nanodomains or the functional
interaction with them, and how these changes propagate with time.
We investigate effect of membrane meshwork on diffusion of transmembrane
proteins and on GPI anchored proteins which associate with cholesterol stabi-
lized micro-domains in intact cells. We show in real-time how the protein-
membrane ultrastructure interactions are modulated by protein dimerization
or lipid cross-linking. We perform Monte Carlo simulations of bimFCS exper-
iments with square pixels to analyze the effect of cytoskeleton barriers and cho-
lesterol domains on the diffusion. We are able to quantitatively model the
changes induced by protein or lipid cross-linking.
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Junctional microdomains are specialized membrane protein assemblies in eye
lens fiber cell membranes. They are constituted of lens-specific aquaporin-
0 (AQP0) and connexins (Cx) that assure nutrition and adhesion of lens cells,
mutation or absence of these proteins lead to cataract. In a more general term,
junctional microdomains are paradigm for membrane protein segregation in
functional assemblies in a membrane with non-random superstructure. Here
we use high-speed atomic force microscopy (HS-AFM) and Monte Carlo sim-
ulation to analyze the dynamics and assembly of membrane proteins in junc-
tional microdomains. We report cooperative adhesion of head-to-head
attached AQP0 and Cx in junctional microdomains. Furthermore we evidence
that enthalpy energy gain of protein association dominates entropy leading to
square shaped AQP0 arrays of finite size segregated from and edged by connex-
ins. The power of HS-AFM sample manipulation and imaging structure and dy-
namics at single-molecule resolution is highlighted opening a new avenue of
membrane research watching the behavior of unlabelled molecules while
also seeing their molecular environment.
HS-AFM movie
frames showing na-
tive AQP0 arrays
assembling (A-E)
and disassembling
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Cell membrane signaling depending on lateral diffusion is modulated by sub-
microscopic membrane domains, such as cholesterol stabilized domains and
membrane cytoskeleton fences. Thermal noise imaging (TNI) uses and optical
trap to track the diffusion of a colloid labeled membrane protein with microsec-
ond and nanometer. We show here how this method can be used to resolve the
local membrane viscosity, accessibility and membrane stiffness with a few
nanometer resolution in intact living cells. This require linearization of the de-
tection and use of an optical trap to confine the diffusion to a small area of the
membrane providing sufficient statistics for high resolutions maps of the diffu-
sion. We find areas of reduced diffusion which are cholesterol dependent.
These area are also stiffer than the remaining membrane and can be stabilized
by cholera toxin incubation. Beta-cyclodextrin extraction of the membrane
cholesterol removes the domains of reduced diffusion, but increases the inter-
action of GPI-anchored proteins with the membrane fences imposed by the
membrane cytoskeleton. TrfR proteins only show interaction with the mem-
brane fences.Membrane Dynamics & Bilayer Probes I
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The interactions of nanoscale objects at the membrane interface play an
important role in cell biology, medical therapeutics, nanoparticle toxicity and
antimicrobial peptides. In particular, these objects—through thermal fluctua-
tions—can insert into membranes and subsequently undergo many interesting
processes as nucleated (rare) events. To tackle the challenging nucleation prob-
lem, we need a method that can overcome the long time scales associated
with these rare events without constraining the system to an artificially chosen
reaction coordinate. Towards this end, we combine the string method with a dy-
namical version of the self-consistent field theory to compute the minimum free
energy paths for nucleated events involving membrane-particle systems. We
show that under tensions well below the metastability limit of the membrane,
and in the regime where nucleation can occur on experimentally relevant
time scales, there can be multiple pathways involving the particle: (1)
particle-assisted membrane rupture, (2) particle translocation, and (3) mem-
brane rupture from a metastable pore with an inserted particle.
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The influenza virus envelope contains three transmembrane proteins (hemag-
glutinin, neuraminidase and M2) and is derived from the host cell membrane
during viral assembly. The interactions of these proteins with their surrounding
lipid environment are vital for many phases of the viral life cycle. In particular,
their association with lipid rafts is thought to facilitate viral assembly, but many
aspects of protein-raft interactions remain undetermined.
The envelope proteins have been simulated in domain-forming membranes at
two different length scales, using the Martini coarse-grained force field. Aggre-
gates of hemagglutinin were shown to associate with raft-type lipids in planar
membranes, suggesting that high local pro-
tein concentration can be sufficient for asso-
ciation of transmembrane proteins with rafts
in vivo. A realistic model of the entire viral
envelope (84 nm diameter) was then built,
comprising a lipid vesicle and inserted pro-
teins. The 8 ms simulation represents one
of the first MD studies of a complex biolog-
ical membrane in near-atomistic detail, and
may indicate why rafts do not form on larger
length scales in vivo. The findings thus have
important implications for our understand-
ing of rafts and of the viral assembly
process.
